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SHE I, Part B: English Morphology and Syntax, 3   

 
 

WORDS, WORDS, WORDS ... :  The many kinds of wordhood  

 

 

[Read these lecture notes carefully:  Don’t miss a word!   The lecture 
itself will only summarise several sections, omitting much detail.] 
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INTRODUCTION 

There is a word word in English which every speaker of English knows.  
It has a wide range of senses and uses — to exemplify (and see the OED 
for particulars): 
 

When we speak we put our thoughts into words. 

I don’t believe a word of the story. 

I’ll have a word with him. 

A servant brought word that Major Pendennis had returned. 

Keep word, Lysander. 

In my time a father’s word was law. 

The Jesuits preached the Word to the heathens. 
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So far as we know, most or (who knows) perhaps all other languages 
have an everyday, non-learned word with similar senses, or at any rate 
with senses including that of English word as in the first example above.   
 

German even has two such words, of the same form in the singular, but 
differing in the plural:  Wörter and Worte.  English word does not 
translate into German as Wort(er) or Wort(e) in all senses/uses illustrated 
above:  in the relevant examples, which you’ll easily identify, more 
appropriate translations are Wörtchen und Nachricht.   
[Check out a few other languages.] 
   

One sense, exemplified by the first sentence above (although, strictly 
speaking, it is not words but sentences – which consist of clauses, which 
consist of phrases, which consist of words – that express thoughts), is to 
do with word as a unit of lexicon and grammar, a unit with a form and a 
meaning – though not necessarily with a simple form and a simple 
meaning.  This is our sole interest here.   
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The main lesson to be learnt is that WORD as a technical term in 
linguistics, as used in describing English or other languages, is no less 
diverse than the everyday word word.  In fact, in doing linguistic analysis, 
it will be seen to be necessary to distinguish several notions of WORD.  
The unifying theme is that WORD-in-sense-x means there are meaningful 
(that is, not-purely-phonological) utterance-parts which form a DOMAIN 
for purpose x.  The domains for purpose x sometimes precisely coincide 
with the domains for purpose y etc;  sometimes, however, they don’t, and 
word-in-sense-x means something different from word-in-sense-y.   
 

Thus, with respect to words/words, linguistic life is just as complicated as 
everyday life:  our job as linguists is to describe and explain the 
complications.   
 

So much for an introduction.  
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A technical note before we get started:   

• Linguistic forms (words, sentences, anything) which are mentioned (as 
opposed to being used) are given in italics;  hence, “the word word”.   
 

• This does not apply, however, to forms mentioned in phonological or 
phonetic transcription, which are enclosed by slashes and brackets, 
respectively (/kœt/, [kÓœt]).   
 

• Single quotation marks are used for giving meanings;  e.g., cat ‘Katze’ 
(with the meaning given through a equivalent expression in another 
language), cat ‘small domesticated, fur-covered, carnivore animal, often 
kept as a pet or to catch mice, of the species Felis domestica;  or also 
another member of the family of Felidae’ (with the meaning given 
through a paraphrase in the same language, enriched by technical terms 
in another language, Latin). 
   

• Double quotes are used for direct quotation.   
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These are formalities, but they help us being as clear as we can in our 
linguistic descriptions and analyses.   
 

End of preliminaries. 
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1.  PHONOLOGICAL WORDHOOD 
 

Syllabify (=divide into syllables) the following utterance, given in IPA 
transcription: 
 

(1) [kœtsmiA•Á]   
 

Take your time, but two minutes should suffice.  Just mark syllable 
boundaries by a period;  nothing else is required. 
 

 

ANSWER:   [                            ]  

 

How were you able to come up with that answer? 
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Surely, you didn’t put periods for syllable boundaries randomly.  
Presumably, you were relying on general principles for the structuring of 
syllables, valid for (hopefully) all languages. 
 

Syllables everywhere are to do with SONORITY.  For a syllable you need 
some sonority, and the sounds which are maximally sonorous are vowels.  
The relevant general principle is:   
 

(A)  There are as many syllables as there are vowels.   

Let’s not worry here about other kinds of sounds that may also be 
considered sufficiently sonorous to form a syllable, especially nasals and 
liquids.  In utterance (1) you found three vocalic sonority peaks.  Its final 
part is supposed to be a diphthong rather than two separate vowels, hence 
only one syllable here (you might also transcribe it with a glide as its 
second component, [Aw]);  that is, we’re dealing with three syllables 
altogether, not four. 
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The next task is to determine where one syllable ends and the next 
syllable begins – assuming for simplicity that they won’t overlap, with 
the final segment(s?) of one syllable simultaneously forming the 
beginning of the next syllable.   
 
(This is an oversimplification:  syllables CAN overlap.  Remember 
examples of what is known as AMBISYLLABICITY from the phonology 
classes?) 
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To begin at the beginning, is the first segment, as in (1a), a possible first 
syllable?   
 

(1a) [k.] 
 

Of course not.  Why not?  There is no sonority peak yet:  plosives are the 
kinds of segments which are lowest in sonority, and are never considered 
sonorous enough to form a syllable when on their own.   
 

(A single fricative, even when voiceless, could conceivably be a syllable;  
e.g. [S], uttered when you want people to shut up, or also when you want 
to attract their attention, at least in German.) 
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(1b) [kœ.] 

That’s better:  (1b) is a possible syllable with a proper sonority peak.  But 
what would this imply for the second syllable — and let’s assume 
(reasonably) it will extend at least as far as the next sonority peak? 
 

 

(1c) [kœ.tsmi.] 
 

The implication of placing the syllable boundary where you did in (1c) is 
that the second syllable has a cluster with three consonants as its onset.  
Although this would be a fairly complex syllable (though unlike rhymes, 
onsets aren’t really contributing WEIGHT to syllables), it is still in line 
with two further general principles of syllable formation that you’ve 
presumably been banking on: 
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(B) From the edges to the interior of a syllable, sonority is to increase 
steadily, rising from the left edge and, after the peak, falling towards 
the right edge.   
(That is, not to decrease from the left edge towards the peak, nor to 
increase and decrease and increase again.) 

 

(C) Syllable onsets are to be maximised.   
 (That is, if you have a choice of putting segments into the coda of 

one syllable or into the onset of the next syllable, do the latter.) 
 

As required by (B), in (1c) sonority increases steadily in the second 
syllable (remember the sonority scale, or Sonority Sequencing 
Generalisation?):  from a plosive ([t]) to a fricative ([s]) to a nasal ([m]) 
to a vowel ([i]).  (Actually, with the syllabification as in (1c), it would be 
more appropriate to analyse the onset as a single segment, an affricate, 
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[t°s];  but that doesn’t affect the point at issue.)  As required by (C), every 
segment after the first sonority peak is put in the second syllable.   
For contrast, coda maximisation is illustrated in (1d) – but that’s not how 
we are likely to syllabify: 
 
 

(1d) [kœt°sm.i.] 

 

Aside (for homework if necessary):  Does English permit violations of 
principle (B)?  What about onset clusters like [st, sp, sk]?  Any others? 
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Now, (1c) is as far as you could get, relying on general principles for 
finding the best syllabification of utterances.  Actually, I’ve not told you 
that (1) is supposed to be an English utterance.  To the extent that you 
were relying on general principles that was not in fact necessary.  But 
now that you know that (1) is English, you can also invoke specifically 
English rules for, or rather constraints on, syllable formation. 
 
The relevant part of the English grammar of sounds is known as 
PHONOTACTICS.  (Was also broached in the phonology classes.  Go back 
to the lecture notes or books in the reference list if necessary.)   
While all kinds of consonant clusters are permitted in the onset and in the 
coda of syllables, the cluster mentioned in (D) is among those not 
permitted in English (there are other languages where it is), even though 
it would be optimal with respect to the general principle (B): 
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(D) This is no possible syllable onset in English:  [.t°sm]   

 

This phonotactic constraint characteristic of English rules out 
syllabification (1c).  (Another Germanic language, Bavarian, for 
instance, would allow such onsets, though probably not for syllables of 
simple words, that is simple LEXICAL words:  cf. [t°smIN.gÅ] ‘zu 
München’.)  Putting the syllable boundary one segment later, as in (1e), 
also with the last, onset-less syllable added, now is in line with the two 
general principles (A) and (B) as well as with the English constraint (D): 
 

(1e) [kœt.smi.A•Á] 
 

[.sm] is a permissible onset cluster in English:  cf. smell, small, smile, 
smear, smog, smug, smooth, Smith ...    
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(See A. C. Gimson, An Introduction to the Pronunciation of English, 
London: Arnold, 2nd edition, 1970, pp. 239-255, or also later editions, for 
a summary of the phonotactic possibilities and constraints of English.) 
   

What syllabification (1e) does not quite conform to is general principle 
(C), favouring onset maximisation.  In instances where a general 
principle such as onset maximisation is in conflict with a language-
particular phonotactic constraint, it is the latter that should presumably be 
expected to win out.  For English, therefore, (1e) would be preferred over 
(1c), on this assumption.   
 

(Which, come to think of it, isn’t so obvious after all.  But this is a topic 
for a PhD thesis.)    
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However, (1e) is not how utterance (1) is syllabified by anybody 
knowing their English.  The right English syllabification – and I take it 
that was your answer – is (1f): 
 

(1f)  [kœt°s.mi.A•Á] 
 

Or also (1g), for those who pronounce (1) with only two syllables, with 
the second vowel reduced to a glide: 
 

(1g) [kœt°s.mjA•Á] 
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The point of this example is to show that syllabification is not only 
governed by the grammar of sounds, namely by general principles of 
syllabification like (A)-(C) and by language-particular phonotactic 
constraints like (D), but also by the grammar of meaningful units, that is, 
by morphology and syntax feeding on a lexicon.   
 
You can only get the syllabification right if you know what (1) means.   
 
And to a considerable extent the matching of sound forms with meanings 
follows language-particular rules, here those of English, though it is 
presumably reined in by universal principles just like the grammar of 
sounds is. 
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Those who know that (1) is to be syllabified as in (1e) (or (1f)) know that 
the whole (meaningful) utterance must be broken up into two (meaningful) 
utterance-parts, as shown in (1’):  
 

(1’) [kœt°s]  +  [mi.A•Á] 
 

Each of these utterance-parts on their own, rather than the entire 
utterance, is a domain for syllabification:  syllabification cannot cross the 
boundary between these two domains. 
 
Such utterance-parts forming domains for syllabification are among the 
sort of thing popularly known as WORDS.  The English utterance (1) is a 
SENTENCE consisting of two WORDS.   
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However, bear in mind that for us, so far, “being a word”, whatever the 
meanings expressed by such utterance-parts, quite specifically means 
“forming a domain for syllabification”.  There are other things people (or 
linguists) might want to call WORDS which have got nothing to do with 
syllabification, and it would seem well-advised to use terminology that 
avoids ambiguity.   
 
The utterance-parts in (1’) might therefore be called SYLL-WORDS – or, a 
little more generally, PHON-WORDS:  these parts are what matters for one 
aspect of PHONology, namely SYLLabification.       
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To turn to another aspect of phonology:  in natural utterances, some 
syllables are more PROMINENT than others.  They are louder, longer, 
higher-pitched than others:  these are syllables which are ACCENTED, in 
particular, STRESSED.  Your next task is to stress utterance (1). 
 

(1) [kœtsmiA•Á]   

 

One minute for working out how to stress (1).   

DEEP THOUGHT 
 

Answer (add stress marks to (1)): 
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Your minute is up.  Actually, had you not known that utterance (1) is 
supposed to be English you’d have been at a total loss trying to stress it.  
Knowing that it is English, and understanding what (1) means and how 
the meaning of the whole utterance is being construed from the meanings 
of its parts, has helped.  Still, assigning stress in English is an intricate 
affair which has occupied a good part of the phonology classes, and 
which will continue to occupy us also in future;  so, no harm done if your 
one-minute answer was less than perfect.   
 
Fortunately, for present purposes it suffices to ask yourself how many 
main stresses you can have for an utterance – and this question tends to 
have straightforward answers regardless of how stress systems work in 
the languages of the world.  (That is, irrespective of whether the syllables 
to be given prominence are identified on exclusively phonological 
grounds, or also on morphological grounds:  English requires both.)   
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Well, the stress-bearing utterance-parts are syllables;  you can’t stress 
anything less than a syllable – say, a syllable-nucleus without the onset 
and the coda, or a coda consonant on its own.  This means there could 
conceivably be as many stresses as there are syllables:  three (as per (1f)) 
or two (as per (1g)).  But assigning equal prominence to every syllable 
would sound rather monotonous:  that’s not how English is normally 
pronounced by humans.  Even talking machines nowadays do better than 
that.  
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Now, in natural pronunciation, even if you syllabify (1) as in (1f), there 
won’t be more than two syllables stressed:  the first and the last – with 
the last, in most contexts, probably even more prominent than the first.  
(Stress marks precede the relevant syllable.) 
 

(1f: a)  ["kœt°s.mi."A•Á] 
 

In rather unusual contexts, as for example if someone else had just said 
["kœts.mju."A•Á], you might stress the second syllable rather than the third 
when you contradict, saying No, cats miaow: 
 

(1f: b)  ["kœt°s."mi.A•Á] 
 

Still, there will only be two main stresses for the whole utterance:   
vis-à-vis (1f: a), the last syllable gets DEstressed in (1f: b).  
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Is there a universal principle that decrees that every utterance must have 
precisely two main stresses?  Or is there a rule of English to that effect?  
No, neither the one nor the other.  Counterevidence abounds.   
 

In (2), three syllables are stressed, and no more than three can be 
stressed;  in (3) it’s four, etc.;  in (4), which is a complete English 
utterance, only one syllable out of four can be stressed (with secondary 
stress, indicated by a stress mark at the bottom of the line, on the first 
syllable and with the second and fourth entirely unstressed). 
 

(2)  ["O…l."kœt°s.mi."A•Á]  

(3)  ["O…l."blœk."kœt°s.mi."A•Á]     

(4)  [Æhœ.lI."lu….jE] 
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In (5) there are eight syllables, but only two main stresses, just as in (1), 
although what comes before [mi."A•Á] consists of six syllables in (5), but 
only of one in (1): 
 

(5)  [ÆhI.pE."pO.tE.mE.sIz.mi."A•Á] 

 

This goes to show that utterances in English, and wherever (for 
analogous examples can easily be found for other languages), can have a 
variable number of stress domains, and this number is not determined by 
the number of syllables of an utterance.   
 

The trick is to know how to divide up utterances into those utterance-
parts which form stress domains.   
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Looking back at (1)-(5), and knowing what these English utterances 
mean, it’s obvious how to make these divisions:  the relevant utterance-
parts are again, in one relevant sense, WORDS. 
 

“Being a word” has now acquired a third, and again a fairly precise 
meaning, in addition to the as yet rather vague one of being utterance-
parts which have meaning:  while above it meant “forming a domain for 
syllabification”, it now means “forming a domain for stress assignment”.  
Let’s call such words STR-WORDS.   
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Since str-words are another kind of phon-words, stress being another part 
of the grammar of sounds, one might expect to get the same utterance-
parts when dividing up whole utterances into syll-words and into str-
words.  On the other hand, it’s no logical necessity that what is a domain 
for syllabification will also be a domain for stressing:  logically, it is 
possible for the one to be larger or smaller than the other.  It is an 
empirical question, then, to determine syllabification domains (=syll-
words) and stress domains (=str-words) and to see whether or not they 
overlap. 
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As it turns out, upon empirical examination, str-words often do coincide 
with syll-words, in English and elsewhere.  They do in (1)-(4).  
 

Homework:  Verify this for yourselves.   
 
They don’t quite coincide in (5), repeated for convenience.   
 

(5)  [ÆhI.pE."pO.tE.mE.sIz.mi."A•Á] 
 

To account for its syllabification, this utterance can be divided up as in 
(5a), giving two domains within each of which general principles and 
language-particular constraints converge on the syllabification shown.  
(But (5c) below is an option too.)  To account for the two main stresses, 
the division has to be along the lines of (5b): 
 

(5a) [ÆhI.pE."pO.tE.mE.sIz]  +  [mi."A•Á] 

(5b) [ÆhI.pE."pO.tE.mE] sIz  +  [mi."A•Á] 
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Notice the stray syllable [sIz] in (5b).  If it were to be included in the 
leftmost stress domain, stress would come out wrong – last syllable 
extrametrical in English nouns, penult light, hence stress on antepenult: 
 

(5b’) * [ÆhI.pE.pO."ta.mE.<sIz>] 
 

The stress of [ÆhI.pE."pO.tE.mE.sIz] is the same as that of 
[ÆhI.pE."pO.tE.<mEs>], which suggests that the last syllable of the former 
doesn’t count for that purpose – i.e., is not within the stress domain.  
There is no evidence, on the other hand, that would suggest that it is not 
in the leftmost syllabification domain.  So far as general principles and 
language-particular constraints of the grammar of sounds go, this syllable 
could be associated with the rightmost domain:  (5c) would seem well-
formed syllabification-wise as well as stress-wise. 
 

(5c) [ÆhI.pE."pO.tE.mE]  +  [sIz.mi."A•Á] 
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However, there are other considerations, some detailed below, that favour 
a division like (5b), with the stray syllable nonetheless more closely 
associated with its left than with its right neighbourhood, over that in (5c). 
Now, how do syllabification domains and stress domains relate to each 
other in (6), an English utterance not altogether different from (1)?   
 

(6)  [EkœtmiA•Áz] 
 

There are two stress domains (=str-words) here:  out of four syllables 
only two receive stress. 
 

(6a) [E."kœt.mi."A•Áz] 
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You may pronounce (6) as in (6a’), even though contexts where one 
would choose such a pronunciation, putting special (contrastive) 
emphasis on the first syllable (or rather on what the morpheme it 
expresses means), which causes a certain change of its segmental form, 
aren’t easy to find: 
 

(6a’) ["eI.kœt.mi."A•Áz] 
 

Still, there are only two main stresses:  in (6a’) vis-à-vis (6a), the first 
stress shifts from [kœt] to [eI], and there won’t be main stresses on both. 
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The four syllables that we assumed in (6a) can be argued to form two 
syllabification domains (=syll-words).  Though consistent with sonority 
increase (B) and partly also with onset maximisation (C) (for the third 
syllable, however, onset maximisation would demand [tmi]), a 
syllabification as in (6b), with a consonant cluster [tm] as a syllable onset 
(as favoured by onset maximisation) is probably not licensed by English 
phonotactics (only loan words such as tmesis exemplify this cluster);   
and it is ruled out by dividing up the utterance into utterance-parts as in 
(6c), with syllabification unable to cross the + boundary.   
 

(6b) [E."kœ.tmi."A•Áz]     

(6c) [E."kœt]  +  [mi."A•Áz] 
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The remaining question is whether the first utterance-part in (6c), 
[E."kœt], is not in fact two utterance-parts.   
 

For purposes of syllabification, it makes no difference whether we assume 
only a single domain for [E."kœt] as in (6c) or two domains as in (6d). 
 

(6d) [E]  +  ["kœt]  +  [mi."A•Áz] 
 

Assuming that syllabification cannot cross a boundary between 
utterance-parts, we’d end up with the same syllable divisions, licensed by 
general principles and rules of English phonotactics, namely that given in 
(6a), irrespective of whether we syllabify on the basis of (6c) or (6d).   
Only in (6d) would we have a syllabification domain (=syll-word), 
namely [E], that does not on its own deserve a main stress – unless this 
main stress is especially contrastive and perforce removes the more usual 
main stress from the following utterance-part, [kœt], as in (6a’):  there 
will never be two main stresses here.      
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Actually, looking at some further evidence, analysis (6d) – assuming 
only two syllabification domains, not three, but two plus one stress 
domains (with the extra one somewhat special) – gains more plausibility.   
 

To see how it does, syllabify and stress the English utterance (7). 
 

(7)  [EnOksmu…z] 

 

One minute’s deliberation. 
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Stress seems clear:  two stresses, one on the second (or on the first, 
[a(n)], for special contrast, but then the [Oks] part mustn’t be stressed 
too), the other on the third syllable. 
 

Syllabification is trickier.  If you talk slowly and pronounce (7) very 
carefully, as few people would do in real life, you’d probably syllabify as 
in (7a);  but you don’t need to speed up a lot before you pull the [n] over 
into the second syllable, as in (7b).  
 

(7a) [En."Ok°s."mu…z] 

(7b) [E."nOk°s."mu…z] 
 

Syllabification (7a) would violate onset maximisation if [EnOk°s] formed 
only one single syllabification domain:  this syllabification is only 
possible when [En] is set up as a syllabification domain of its own.   
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On the other hand, the possibility of syllabifying [n] as the onset of the 
second syllable, as in pronunciations which are not excessively fast and 
careless, suggests that [En] and [Oks] are not separate syllabification 
domains – or else the boundary between them couldn’t be crossed by 
syllabification. 
 
Still, it would seem that [E.nOks], though forming a single syllabification 
domain, is not quite such a close-knit unit as, for example, the “words” in 
(8), which also begin with [EnV] (anon as in ever and anon ‘every now 
and then’), but where there is no alternative to having the [n] as the onset 
of the second syllable;  for (7) there is such an alternative, namely (7a).    
 

(8)  anon:  [E."nOn],   *[En."On] 

another: [E."nØ.DE],    *[En."Ø.DE] 

anorak: ["œ.nE.rœk],   *["œn.E.rœk] 
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To come back to stress.  What is clear is that there are only two main 
stresses in (7), as well as in (6).  But what are the stress domains?   
[mu…z] clearly is one.  But is [E.nOk°s] one, too?  If it were one stress 
domain, it ought to be regularly stressed like this, the last syllable being 
extrametrical with nouns in English, ["œ.<nOk°s>] (analogously 
["eI.<kœt>]):  compare other nouns like anthrax, anvil, android, annex(e) 
(vs. verb an.NEX), atom, onyx, index, etc., all with initial stress.   
This, however, is an unusual, specially contrastive pronunciation in the 
case of [E.nOk°s] (and [E.kœt]).   
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We conclude, therefore, that syllabification domains in cases like (7) and 
(6), as previously also in (5), are more comprehensive than stress 
domains:  material which is or can be syllabified with the noun, [E.nOk°s] 
and [E.kœt], is outside the noun’s stress domain.  This material, the 
indefinite article a(n), is a peculiar utterance-part, however, insofar as it 
cannot form a stress domain of its own, despite not being included in 
another stress domain;  also, when it does attract stress, under special 
contrast, a neighbouring utterance-part, otherwise forming a stress 
domain, is obligatorily destressed.  Such peculiar utterance-parts are dealt 
with under the rubric of CLITICISATION:  they are one species of CLITICS 
(“leaners”).  
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2.  ORTHOGRAPHIC WORDHOOD 
 

What is found quickly are failures of coincidence between phon-words 
and words in yet other senses.  For those who can not only speak but also 
write English, there are written-utterance-parts which get some sort of 
special recognition by the alphabetic writing system used for English:   
a written-utterance of English is a string of letters which either follow 
upon one another directly or are separated from one another by SPACES 
(or also followed by punctuation marks).   
 

Here are (9)-(15) divided up into written-utterance-parts by orthographic 
spacing:  strings of letters in between spaces (and punctuation marks also 
imply spaces) can be called ORTH-WORDS.  
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(9)  Cats miaow. 

(10) All cats miaow.  

(11) All black cats miaow.  

(12) Hallelujah. 

(13) Hippopotamuses miaow. 

(14) A cat miaows. 

(15) An ox mooes. 
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Now, while (9)-(13) consist of as many orth-words as their spoken 
versions consist of syll-words and str-words (two, three, four, one, and 
two, respectively), in (14) and (15) phon-words don’t quite coincide with 
orth-words:  both have three orth-words, but only two phon-words (syll-
words at any rate;  for purposes of stress, there are two domains plus one, 
a clitic).   That is, spelling makes a division which is not fully sanctioned 
by the phonology.  Spacing (14) and (15) “phonologically”, as in 
(14’/15’), leaving syllabification domains uninterrupted by spaces and 
combining clitics with their “hosts”, does violence to the grammar of 
writing. 
 

(14’) Acat miaows. 

(15’) Anox mooes. 
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Homework:   
 

Find more instances of divergences of phon-wordhood and orth-
wordhood.  Pay particular attention to hyphens and apostrophes:  Do they 
also have a role in delimiting orth-words, like spaces do?   
What you’ll tend to find, I believe, is that, when orth-words don’t 
coincide with phon-words, then there will be more orth-words than phon-
words.  In English, at any rate:  old people’s home (=Altersheim), village 
idiot (=Dorftrottel), New Year’s Eve (=Silvester), etc.   
In German, are siebenhundertsiebenundzwanzigtausendneunhundert-
siebenundzwanzig or Donaudampfschifffahrtsgesellschaftskapitäns-
witwenversicherungskassenangestellter just one phon-word each? 
 

End of homework.   
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On with classwork, with a Latin detour.  (The more languages the better.) 
 

Reading their inscriptions, which characteristically lack spaces and 
therefore look as in (16) (alphabetic writing with spaces was only 
introduced in Europe in the Middle Ages), one wonders whether the 
Romans knew orth-words just as the likes of us do. 
 

(16) SENATUSPOPULUSQUEROMANUS 
 

Roman scribes liked to abbreviate when they could expect their readers 
to know what an abbreviation stood for.  Now, abbreviating written-
utterances also necessitated dividing them up into domains:  each domain 
will be represented by (at least) one letter in the abbreviation, typically 
the first.   
 

Into how many such domains did (16) get divided up?   
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Four: 
 

(16a) [SENATUS]  +  [POPULUS]  +  [QUE]  +  [ROMANUS] 

hence:   S.P.Q.R. 
 

That is, for Roman abbreviators (16) consisted of four ABBReviation-
WORDS, and abbr-words are one possible manifestation of orth-words.  
Had they already used spacing, the Romans would probably have divided 
up (16) into four SPace-WORDS, too;  but it’s too late now to put this 
expectation to the empirical test. 
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Homework:  Examine English letter-abbreviations (called ACRONYMS;  
there are also syllable-abbreviations, such as fridge or hippo) and 
determine what sort of utterance-part a letter abbreviates.   
Here are some examples: 
 
OED  short for: 
TV   short for:  
BBC  short for: 
USSR  short for: 
SOAS  short for: 
H.Q.  short for: 
P.O.W.  short for: 
RSPCA short for: 
 
Find more. 
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Turning from writing to speaking Latin, how many str-words can you 
identify when you pronounce this written-utterance (16), roughly as the 
Romans did?   
 

This is not the opportunity to anticipate or recapitulate Latin stress in any 
detail, so I’m just telling you it’s three:  the syllables with a main stress 
accent are NA (2nd from left), LUS (6th from left), and MA (9th from 
left, or 2nd from right).   
 

Latin stress assignment works on a stress domain from right to left (that 
is, backwards), ignoring the last syllable (=extrametrical) and stressing 
the next-to-last syllable (the penult) if it is heavy and the next-to-next-to-
last (the antepenult) if the next-to-last is light.   
 

(This is strikingly similar to what we have seen for English nouns – 
except that in English certain syllables at the end of nouns, such as [sIz] 
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in [ÆhI.pE."pO.tE.mE.sIz], are excluded from the stress domain while their 
Latin counterparts are included.)   
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Accordingly, if we assume the following syllable sequences (actually, 
they are real word-forms, being the nominative singular (17a) and the 
genitive plural (17b) of the noun which means ‘people’) are stress 
domains, the antepenult gets stressed in the first example (where the 
penult is light) and the penult in the second (because it is heavy, owing to 
its long vowel): 
 

(17a) ["po.pu.lus] 

(17b)  [po.pu."lo….rum] 
 

On these assumptions about Latin stress, (16) can only be properly stressed 
if the utterance is divided up into three utterance-parts as in (16b): 
 

(16b) [se."na….tu…s]  +  [po.pu."lus.kwe]  +  [ro."ma….nus]     
 

Three stress domains, three str-words.   
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3.  MORPHOLOGICAL WORDHOOD 
 

Now, talking about Latin and how its grammar works, you might also 
want to (correctly, sort of) say something like this:   
 

words (that is, verbs, nouns, adjectives) consist of a STEM and an ENDING.   
 

(Something very similar might equally be said about certain words in 
English:  [ÆhI.pE."pO.tE.mE.sIz] consists of a stem and an ending too, the 
latter outside the stress domain.) 
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Endings are called “endings” because they are found at the end  
– but the end of what?   
Well, at the end of words.  But words in what sense?   
Orth-words (manifested as abbr-words)?  Syll-words?  Str-words?   
 

Toying with syll-words or with str-words doesn’t work out satisfactorily:  
somebody given the task of putting endings in the right places would often 
succeed, but would occasionally fail, trying to put them at the end of syll-
/str-words.   
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What are the endings in (16/16b)?   

•  [s] for nominative singular in SENATUS (the preceding [u…] is a “stem-
formative” for nouns of the 5th declension);   
•  [s] again for nominative singular in POPULUS (the preceding [u] 
being the 2nd declension stem formative);   
•  and [s] once more in ROMANUS, for agreement with masculine nouns 
in the nominative singular.   
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If these are the endings, and there is no reason to doubt that this is what 
they are, then POPULUSQUE creates a problem.   
 

• It is a single stress domain (=str-word), comprising four syllables 
(the last extrametrical, the next-to-last heavy and stressed);   

• but the “ending” [s] doesn’t occur at the end, but somewhere in the 
middle.   

 

What this [s] does occur at the end of is the utterance-part [po.pu."lus]  
(which without a following [kwe] would be stressed like this: 
["po.pu.lus]).   
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In order to maintain the notion of an “ending” – which is a generally 
accurate and useful one in many respects, which we wouldn’t like to 
abandon just because in certain well-defined circumstances endings can 
be followed by something else within a phon-word – we might call this 
part an END-WORD, or, more generally, a MORPH-WORD (short for 
MORPHological WORD), because endings are parts which figure in 
morphological structure.   
 

A morph-word can thus be contained within a phon-word.   

Orth-words in their Roman manifestation as abbr-words (with the second 
abbr-word in (16a) as POPULUS and the third as QUE) seem to coincide 
with morph-words rather than with phon-words.   
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Items like que [kwe] in Latin are CLITICS, though of another subspecies 
than English indefinite a(n):  que affects the stress of the host on which it 
leans (the preceding morph-word) in a manner to suggest that it forms 
one stress domain together with it, while a(n) is outside the stress domain 
of its host (the following morph-word), though itself accentually 
challenged.    
 
Compare [kwe] with [”t], spelled et, which means more or less the same, 
namely ‘and’, to get a better idea what sort of “words” clitics are and are 
not.  Don’t be disappointed if you have occasional difficulties knowing a 
clitic if you see (or rather hear) one:  even among professional clitic-
spotters, they are often mistaken for something else, or something else is 
being mistaken for a clitic.   
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Apropos of clitics, here’s a HOMEWORK PUZZLE for those of you 
who know Latin and who have therefore sensed a possible problem in the 
account of [kwe] just given.  The claim was made above that there are 
three stress domain in (16b), as indicated by the bracketing.  I take it this 
is uncontroversial.  However, within the second stress domain, here 
repeated as (18a), is stress really assigned in the ordinary manner, like it 
would be assigned in a single str-word, according to the rules given 
above, as illustrated in (18b/c), repeating the examples from (17)?  
 

(18a) [po.pu."lus.kwe]     

(18b) ["po.pu.lus] 

(18c)    [po.pu."lo….rum] 
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In (18b) stress is on the antepenult because the penult is light;  in (18c) 
stress is on the penult because it is heavy.  In (18a) stress is on the penult, 
as in (18c), and this penult is indeed heavy.   
 

Now comes the puzzle:  Where should the main stress go in the second 
stress domain of this example? 
 

(19) ["a.ni.mi…]  +  [kOr.po.ra.kwe]      
 

This means ‘souls and bodies’, written as ANIMICORPORAQUE.   
The last syllable, [kwe], is ignored;  the penult, [ra], is light, with no 
coda and with the vowel short;  therefore, stress ought to go on the 
antepenult, [po]: 
 

(20a) [kOr."po.ra.kwe]  
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But it apparently doesn’t.  Although we don’t have native speakers of 
Latin that we could ask, we can be pretty sure that (20a) is wrong, and 
the right stress is as in (20b): 
 

(20b) [kOr.po."ra.kwe] 

Examples like (20b) (Latinists, find more!) confirm that [kwe] indeed is 
not itself stressed and forms a stress domain with the morph-word that 
comes before it.  Such examples, however, disconfirm the assumption 
that [kwe] is an ordinary part of a str-word like any other, not interfering 
with the ordinary rules of stress assignment.  If this were the case, stress 
ought to be as in (20a).  What [kwe] does instead is to force the stress 
onto the syllable preceding it, namely the penult, regardless of whether it 
is heavy or light.  In this respect, then, enclitics such as [kwe] (and Latin 
has more of them:  ve ‘or’, ne question marker, met ‘indeed’), though 
forming parts of str-words, are special kinds of such parts, creating a 
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peculiarly different kind of stress domain where the ordinary rules of 
stress assignment are superseded by special rules. 
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Now, back to English.  Though less numerous than those of Latin, 
English has morphological endings, too.  (In terms introduced last time, 
Modern English is more ANALYTIC/less SYNTHETIC than Latin.)   
Do we get similar situations here where morph-words, ending where their 
ending ends, don’t coincide with phon-words?   
 

We have already seen an instance of this above, repeated here for 
convenience: 
 

(5b) [ÆhI.pE."pO.tE.mE] sIz  +  [mi."A•Á] 

In this analysis, as suggested above, the ending, or rather the syllable 
including it, does not form part of the first str-word.
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Now examine (21), stressed and syllabified and otherwise pronounced as 
indicated: 
 

(21) ["pipl."hœf.tE."da•I]  
 

Three str-words;  three syll-words;  three assim-words.   
 

Assim-words are yet another kind of phon-word, motivated by the 
observation that assimilations are also limited to certain domains. 
   

In the case at hand, [v] of have [hœv] (that’s how it is pronounced in 
isolation) assimilates in voicing to the following consonant, [t].   
But this only happens if the two segments are within one and the same 
assimilation domain;   
in (22) they aren’t, and there are also four stress domains: 
 

(22) ["pipl."hœv."tu…."a•Iz]  
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(21) and (22), incidentally, transcribe People have to die (or, in non-
standard spelling reflecting this informal pronunciation, People hafta die) 
and People have two eyes.   
 
But then, have is a verb, and as a verb, no matter how irregular morpho-
logically, it has its endings for person and number of the subject and for 
tense at the end (have, has, had).   
 

Thus, there is an end-word [hœf] contained in (21), while the phon-words 
are ["pipl], ["hœf.tE], and ["da•I]. 
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In a nutshell, morph-words are utterance-parts established on 
morphological grounds (such as ending with the “ending”) which are 
especially COHESIVE:  they can’t be taken apart at will, and their own 
parts can’t be moved around freely, or be left out, or be added to. 
 

For example, in (6/6c), repeated here, with the two-plus-one phon-words 
separated: 
 

(6c) [E] + ["kœt]  +  [mi."A•Áz] 
 

[E] and [kœt], though forming one phon-word with regard to 
syllabification (though not quite for purposes of stress), aren’t particularly 
cohesive:  all kind of stuff can be added between them, such as any 
number of further (phon-)words such as ["blœk].   
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Suppose you add ["blœk] as in (23), with [E."blœk] now forming one-plus-
one phon-word and ["kœt] another:  
 

(23) [E."blœk."kœt]  
 

you can then see that [E."blœk] isn’t cohesive either insofar as the parts 
can change their position when you add yet another bit before it:  
 

(24) ["sE•Á."blœk.E."kœt]    (so black a cat)  
 

By contrast, for example, [mi."A•Áz] in (6c) is very cohesive:   
nothing can be added in between its putative parts, [mi."A•Á] and [z], nor 
are these parts in any way independently mobile.   
 

[z] being its ending, for person and number of the subject and for present 
tense and indicative mood, [mi."A•Áz] is one morph-word in every sense of 
the term “morphological”. 
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Consider one further domain, of ostensibly a phonological nature  
– but it is not pure phonology.  
  

The indefinite singular article of English, as in examples (6) and (7), has 
two different forms, a [E] and an [En] ([eI] and [œn] when contrastively 
stressed);  the question is:  What determines the choice between them?   
It is a phonological difference which matters:   

in (6), the noun following the article began with a consonant,  
hence [E] (a cat);   

in (7), the article was followed by a word with an initial vowel, 
hence [En] (an ox).   

 

It would be inaccurate to characterise the domain within which the 
alternation between a and an can be conditioned as “indefinite article 
followed by a noun”, because the consonantal or vocalic beginning of 
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any (morph-)word following the indefinite article, of whatever word 
class (noun, adjective, adverb, whatever), has the same effect – for 
example: 
 

(25) a cat      an ox 
  an old cat     a young ox 
  a very old cat    an exceptionally young ox  
   

The alternation between a and an, though phonologically conditioned 
within this domain, is not pure phonology.  Not all words alternate 
between having final /n/ or nothing inside such domains:  for example, 
although the 1st person possessive pronoun looks like it could show such 
an alternation, having two suitable forms, mine and my, the choice 
between them is a rather different matter, depending on whether the 
possessive is only part of a noun phrase (26a), irrespective of whether the 
following word begins with a consonant or vowel, or a full noun phrase 
on its own (26b):   
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(26a)  my cat     my ox 
(26b)  this cat is mine  this ox is mine  
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4.  SYNTACTIC WORDHOOD 
 

Having seen phonologically and morphologically motivated divisions, 
utterances can further be divided into utterance-parts for syntactic 
purposes:  naturally, these syntactically motivated parts are referred to as 
SYN(tactic)-WORDS.   
 

Syn-words, in one rather important sense, are the smallest utterance-parts 
to be mobile within larger utterance-parts or whole utterances, if anything 
is mobile at all (in English, not much is).   
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For example, ["Iznt] can be moved to the head of the utterance when 
asking a yes/no question corresponding to the statement (27a);  it’s one 
syn-word in this sense, then.  (It’s also one phon-word.  And it is usually 
considered to be two morph-words, but that is probably wrong.)   
 

[Iz."not] in (28) can’t be moved ahead, at least not in natural, non-archaic 
contemporary English, hence is more than one syn-word, in this sense. 
 

(27a)  [E."kœt."Iznt."kE•Á.SE]   (A cat isn’t kosher.) 

(27a)  ["Iznt.E."kœt."kE•Á.SE]   (Isn’t a cat kosher?) 

(28a)  [E."kœt.Iz."not."kE•Á.SE]   (A cat is not kosher.) 

(28b)  *[Iz."not.E."kœt."kE•Á.SE]  (*Is not a cat kosher?) 
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To be modified by an appropriate utterance-part (adjectives and adverbs 
are the words specialising in this task), an utterance-part has to be a syn-
word of its own (or the head of a syn-word): 
 

(29) [E."blœk."kœt.Æsju…t]    (a black cat(-)suit) 
 

The colour is here attributed to the garment, not to the animal used for 
comparison (a ‘cat(-) suit’ is a a close-fitting one-piece garment covering 
the body from neck to feet, like a cat is covered by its fur):  the relevant 
syn-word (also phon-word and morph-word) is ["kœt.Æsju…t] as a whole;  
["kœt] isn’t one.   
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Homework   

Consider this expression from German:  die deutsche Sprachlehre. 
What are the syn-words here, and what is being modified by the 
adjective?  Anything comparably peculiar about the English expression 
nuclear physicist? 
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Another syntactic privilege of syn-words is that only entire syn-words 
can (usually) be referred to by an anaphoric expression;  none of their 
parts can: 
 

(30) Your cat(-)suit reminds me of mine.   

Transcribe: 

[      ]  
 

Syn-words are, as it were, impenetrable islands:  anaphors can’t get 
inside them.  The pronoun mine for the possessor, the speaker (1st 
person), implies a possession, ‘that of me’.  You get the right 
interpretation for this implicit pronominal for the possession by referring 
back to a whole syn-word, cat(-)suit, not by referring back to a mere part 
of a syn-word, cat.  That is, (30) means ‘your cat(-)suit reminds me of 
my cat(-)suit’, not ‘your cat(-)suit reminds me of my cat’. 
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5.  LEXICAL WORDHOOD 
 

Phon-words, orth-words, morph-words, syn-words:  as if this weren’t 
enough, there is a familiar manner of speaking where you’d like to say 
that utterance (1) consists of the same “words” as (6), while it doesn’t 
share any “word” with, for example, (29).  
 

(1)  [kœtsmiA•Á]    (Cats miaow.) 

(6)  [EkœtmiA•Áz]    (A cat miaows.) 

(31) [dOgzbA…k]     (Dogs bark.) 

What (1) and (6) share are the “words” [kœt] and [miA•Á].   
Actually, the relevant utterance-parts (morph-words, syn-words) in (1) 
and (6) aren’t precisely the same:  there is [kœts] and [kœt], and [miA•Á] 
and [miA•Áz] – when one has a sibilant as its ending, voiceless [s] or 
voiced [z], the other hasn’t, and vice versa.   
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To refine our descriptive terminology yet further, we’ll say that [kœts] 
and [kœt] are WORD-FORMS of one LEXICAL WORD (LEX-WORD, or 
LEXEME), and ditto for [miA•Á] and [miA•Áz].   
 

WORD-FORMS are what actually occur in grammatical constructions (to 
be more precise, what we’re talking about here are morph-word-forms);  
LEXEMES can be thought of as abstract units subsuming all individual 
word-forms that can realise it (or as the set of all actual word-forms).   
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As to our examples,  

•  [kœt] is the (basic) singular word-form and [kœts] the plural word-
form of one and the same lexeme, a noun denoting a particular kind of 
animal (known as Katze in German, chat in French, etc.), learnt and 
permanently stored in memory by any competent speaker of English.   
 

•  [miA•Áz] is the word-form for a verb of sound production to be used 
when its subject is 3rd person singular and the tense is present and the 
mood is indicative, while [miA•Á] is another word-form of that lexeme, to 
be used when the subject is not 3rd person singular in the present tense or 
when the mood is subjunctive.   
 
It’s the lexemes as such that need to be memorised, not all the word-
forms that realise them – to the extent, at any rate, that they are “regular”, 
so that anybody can form them who knows the general rules for that 
purpose.   
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In the case of CAT, for example, memorising [kœts] as well as [kœt] 
would seem rather superfluous, since if you know the singular it is 
predictable what the plural will be like.   
 

(Try forming the plurals of quop [kwOp] and snulch [snØltS], two English 
nouns you probably have not encountered before.  No wonder:  they're 
made up.)  
 
These inflectional particulars don’t matter at this point:  what matters is 
that we’d sometimes want to combine word-forms, regardless of formal 
differences, as the representatives of one and the same lexeme.  
Sometimes we don’t, though – and there would seem to be reasons for 
doing either the one or the other, however intricate.  
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The morph-words denoting the respective miaowing animals in (32a) and 
(32b), for example, would be considered separate lexemes by most word-
analysts, not word-forms of one and the same lexeme: 
 

(32a) [E."kœt.mi."A•Áz]     (A cat miaows.) 

(32b) [E."kItn.mi."A•Áz]     (A kitten miaows.) 
 

Now, [kœt] and [kItn] aren’t so much more different from each other in 
sound form than [kœt] and [kœts] are.   
 
Likewise, [kœt] and [kItn] are not so radically different from each other 
in meaning:  the former denotes any cat, the latter only a subset of cats, 
those which are young.  Rather similarly, [kœt] denotes a subset of 
[kœts], namely a single one, while the plural means more than one.   
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Nonetheless, it’s not without reason that grammarians assume the 
relation between [kœt] and [kItn] to be different in kind from the relation 
between [kœt] and [kœts].  
  

The former is said to be an instance of DERIVATIONAL morphology (word 
formation, or more precisely, lexeme formation), the latter of 
INFLECTIONAL morphology:  [kItn] ‘young cat’ is a word (lexeme) of its 
own, though one related to the word (lexeme) [kœt] ‘cat’ by a (not very 
regular nor very productive) rule of derivation;  [kœt] and [kœts] are 
word-forms of the same word (lexeme), CAT ‘cat’, the former its 
singular and the latter its plural realisation.   
 
Only inflectional relations, which are typically more productive and 
regular than derivational relations, matter for syntax, for combining 
morph-words and syn-words in syntactic constructions. 
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Derivation and other word formation (such as compounding) is a matter 
of the lexicon, of enriching the store of what is prone to get memorised 
by the learner, to be recalled as the occasion arises and to be used as a 
whole in syntactic combinations. 
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More on word-forms and lexemes later.  For background reading try: 

• Peter Matthews, Morphology: An Introduction to the Theory of Word-
Structure, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1974 or later 
editions, Chapters I-III. 
 

• The Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics, ed. by R. E. Asher et 
al., Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1994, vol. 3, 1671-1678, article ‘Inflection 
and derivation’. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

There’s lots more to learn about words, in English and wherever.   
And we have to be prepared to find that our English findings won’t 
automatically generalise to other languages:  for example, not all 
languages may have LEXEMES being realised by the same WORD-FORMS 
(even German, a close relative of English, differs on this count:  there are 
generally more word-forms per lexeme in German than in English, and 
other languages have far more still), or in fact LEXEMES being realised by 
any WORD-FORMS (consult a grammar of Vietnamese to see what this 
means:  Vietnamese is prototypically ANALYTIC);  the particular 
phonological, morphological, syntactic patterns that are limited to 
domains and thereby establish PHON-, MORPH-, SYN-WORDS may be 
different ones in different languages (consult a grammar of Turkish to see 
how “vowel harmony” delimits phon-words there);  etc.   
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What we have learnt, at any rate, is that matters unfortunately aren’t so 
simple that a single notion of “word” would suffice for the scientific 
analysis of languages.  Even the German word Wort is probably two 
words in everyday usage:  the plural of one is Wörter, and that of the 
other is Worte.  But this is not quite the sort of difference that we’ve been 
dealing with here.   
 

In a nutshell, the differences that we find in English and other languages 
are that in dividing up utterances, the divisions that you (and, more 
importantly, the speakers-hearers of these languages themselves) need to 
make for one purpose are not necessarily the same as those you (and they) 
make for another:  there are DOMAINS for syllabification, for stressing, for 
assimilation, for putting in spaces in writing, for adding endings, for 
combining meaningful parts, for moving them around, for memorising 
units with a meaning, a form (sound or writing), and with a grammar, etc. 
etc.   
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Sometimes these various logically independent domains coincide, 
suggesting that WORD might be a unitary notion;  sometimes they don’t, 
showing that you (and they) need to distinguish WORDS in one sense from 
WORDS in another sense.   
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Studying WORDS, and in fact learning and using them, would one expect 
life to be easy or hard?  I think the latter is likelier.   Words, as we’ve 
argued, are utterance-parts which form domains for something or other 
phonological, orthographic, morphological, syntactic, lexical.   
These are domains for organising complex cognitive and physical (i.e., 
articulatory and perceptual) activities, and the organising which word-
users/learnes are doing serves three overall ends: 
 

•   the PERCEPTION of utterances as one hears (or reads) them and 
especially as one tries to make sense of them, acquiring a grammar 
and lexicon of one’s own; 

 

•   the PRONUNCIATION of utterances; 

•   the MEMORISATION of utterance-parts (namely those parts which are 
reproduced as a whole in speech acts rather than being produced from 
their parts in accordance with the rules of grammar). 
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Naturally, the considerations guiding hearers/speakers, and those which 
are (i) maturing and (ii) learning to be hearers/speaker (language-
acquirers/learners), in these three kinds of organising activities of theirs 
will be rather different from each other.  For example, what is easy to 
pronounce may not be easy to perceive and to memorise, and vice versa.   
 
Therefore the several domains for organising linguistic structures 
shouldn’t be expected always to coincide, either – harder though it makes 
the life of the linguist.     
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To recapitulate the many meanings of WORD  
(and there may well be more): 
 

PHONOLOGICAL word   

in particular:  domains for 

   • syllabification 

   • stressing 

   • assimilations 

   • phonotactic constraints 
    (Or do these only apply to syllables and morphemes?) 
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ORTHOGRAPHIC word 

in particular:   domains for 

    • spacing 

    • capitalisation 

    • abbreviation 
 

MORPHOLOGICAL word 

in particular:  domains for 

    • placing certain forms (“endings”) 

    • possible interruption through additional forms 
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SYNTACTIC word 

in particular:  domains for 

    • alternative linear ordering (if any are possible) 

    • external modification 

    • accessibility for co-reference 
 

LEXICAL word 

in particular:  domain for 

    • memorisation  
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TUTORIAL 
 

1. Any questions about Lecture 1?  About the problems inserted? 
 

2. Any questions about Lecture 2?  About the problems inserted? 
 

3. Without doing any further research into these languages, solely on the information 
provided in the first Morpho&Syn lecture (nothing or nothing much, for instance, on 
phonology), what can you say about wordhood in Vietnamese (analytic), Turkish 
(synthetic, agglutinative), and West Greenlandic Eskimo (polysynthetic, mixed flexive-
agglutinative), in comparison to wordhood in English?   
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4. Discuss wordhood questions in examples like these, relevant parts underlined: 

The cats are on the mat. 
The cat’s tail is bushy. 
The cat’s on the mat. 
 

The cities were evacuated. 
The city’s mayor disappeared. 
The city’s empty. 
 

The dukes of Ruritania were all bald. 
The duke of Ruritania’s brother is bald. 
The duke of Ruritania’s bald. 
 

The cats over there are pretty. 
The cat over there’s tail is bushy.  
The cat over there’s pretty. 
 

Our mothers-in-law are both senile. 
My mother-in-law’s hat is funny. 
My mother-in-law’s senile. 
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The relevant forms are 
•  PLURAL of nouns, 
•  GENITIVE SINGULAR of nouns, 
•  reduced form of 3rd PERSON SINGULAR PRESENT INDICATIVE of the copula BE. 
 

The idea is that, despite the identical (regular) allomorphy,  
•  PLURAL is an affix, forming a morphological word, or rather word-form, with the basic 
noun, 
•  the reduced form of is is a clitic, forming a phonological word with its host, which can 
be of any word class, but not a morphological word with that word to which it 
encliticises,  
•  GENITIVE SG (despite what grammar books tell you:   it is supposed to be a case suffix 
according to just about every grammar of English) is more like a clitic than an affix — 
although there are certain restrictions which you don’t expect for enclitics:  *the queen 
and I/me’s last meeting;  *us/we two’s meeting;  the *boys/children of this country’s 
parents.  The more advanced literature therefore categorises GEN SG as a “phrasal affix” 
(as opposed to a “word affix” and a “phrasal clitic”);  but that would be going too far for 
present purposes. 
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5. If there is more time, same question for reduced forms of negative marker, n’t, as in 
don’t, can’t, won’t, shan’t, mightn’t, ain’t, mustn’t, oughtn’t, isn’t, wasn’t, hasn’t, 
hadn’t, haven’t:  suffix or enclitic?  In a classic article, Pullum & Zwicky (in Language, 
1983) have argued for suffix status, contradicting (with rather good reasons) what just 
about every English grammar says. 
 

  

 


